STAGING AN IT SOLUTION REQUIRES A GAME PLAN, TEAMWORK AND THE RIGHT PERSONNEL

Nation’s leading wireless carrier works with GDT to test new product to support launch of 5G

OVERVIEW

Without IT, projects miss deadlines, network downtime ensues, and revenue is lost. This client recognized that staging a solution is a critically important component that if done thoroughly and with the right professionals, helps ensure an IT solution deployment goes smoothly and with the least amount of disruption to the customer. This client knew from working with GDT, that any solution would be engineered by GDT’s Project Management professionals, who are widely known for ensuring the largest of projects are implemented on time, every time.

CHALLENGES

• IT deployment would require accommodation of nearly 2,000 chassis and miles of customized cabling.

• Testing and implementation of a new technology on a tight time frame.

• High level of custom details to accommodate limited space requirements and installation times.

• Each asset required to meet intense levels of industry standards and specifications.
As the client’s technology infrastructure became outdated and too small, it was not meeting their performance and availability standards. They needed:

- A competent partner with the implementation and technology management expertise to meet the demands of a national deployment.
- Experience with design, integration and delivery of new technology into existing retail locations.

**OUTCOME**

The solution transformed the design and engineering of the client cabling system, providing greater reliability, a smaller footprint, integration of current equipment, and scalability for future expansions.

- Structural improvements from new harness integration.
- Improved connection and response wireless networks.
- DataOne Engineering to drive consistency and quality for national deployments.

**ABOUT GDT TECHNOLOGY PROCUREMENT & LOGISTICS**

GDT’s Technology Management Services provides managed IT operations through a host of solutions. Staging, automation, testing and end-to-end validation simplify the configuration and testing of your end-to-end technology, and enhances scalability, implementation and deployment times.

Our highly-experienced team of industry veterans provides best-of-breed IT management solutions from our state-of-the-art, 1,800,000-cu. foot Innovation Lab and Integration Center.

**CONTACT US**

999 Metromedia Place
Dallas, TX 75247 | T: 214.857.6100
Email: services@GDT.com